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The Journal of the American Medical Association has found that people who use their PCs in conjunction with weight loss programs lose three times more weight than people who don't. This book is the guide that will lead you down the high-tech path toward health and fitness. It includes hundreds of tips and techniques to help you lose weight, stories of those who have lost weight using their computers, and guides to the best tools, websites and fun gadgets to help you in your quest. Discover the best sites for cooking, nutrition, and exercising, and learn where to go to find health information and moral support. Find out what tools are available for tracking and managing your health electronically and how these tools can help you meet your health-related goals.
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Understanding the Network: A Practical Guide to InternetworkingSams Publishing, 2000
The growing dependence of enterprise networks on Internet connectivity is forcing professional system and network administrators to turn to technologies that they may not fully understand for solutions.  This book will provide those connectivity solutions, delivering both an understanding of technology fundamentals and their practical applications....
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PHR / SPHR: Professional in Human Resources Certification Study GuideSybex, 2012

	Updated edition of best-selling guide for PHR and SPHR candidates


	The demand for qualified human resources professionals is on the rise. The new Professional in Human Resources (PHR) and Senior Professional in Human Resources (SPHR) exams from the Human Resources Certification Institute (HRCI) reflect the evolving industry...
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XML: Visual QuickStart Guide (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2008

	What is XML? XML, or eXtensible Markup Language, is a specification for storing information. It is also a specification for describing the structure of that information. And while XML is a markup language (just like HTML), XML has no tags of its own. It allows the person writing the XML to create whatever tags they need....
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Understanding GPS: Principles and Applications, Second EditionArtech House Publishers, 2005
"Every GPS engineer should have this book. An engineer can find in one place a thorough treatment of the entire GPS system. Will prove of great benefit to those first approaching a GPS engineering task, but the experienced engineer will also find it a valuable reference. The most complete description of the signal acquisition and tracking...
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Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2013Sybex, 2013

	The bestselling guide to Exchange Server, fully updated for the newest version


	Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 is touted as a solution for lowering the total cost of ownership, whether deployed on-premises or in the cloud. Like the earlier editions, this comprehensive guide covers every aspect of installing, configuring, and...
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ERP and Data Warehousing in Organizations: Issues and ChallengesIdea Group Publishing, 2003
Offering ERP deployment strategies for information as diverse as patient records, police and community relations, and geospatial services, this text addresses the complex issues that IT and communication technologies pose for organizations of all sizes.

The successful implementation and deployment of enterprise resource planning depends...
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